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1. Digital Signature

1.1. General Discussion. The digital signature is a cryptographic construction
that mimics the human ceremony of a signature, such as a signature on a document.
Consider the ceremony of signing of a contract.

(1) The contract is written and laid out clearly.
(2) Those that will be committed to the terms of the contract place their hand

signature upon the contract.
(3) There are witnesses to the signing. For important contracts, the witnesses

will be involved explicitly. Even an common place signing, of using a credit
card for a coffee, has witnesses.

Our textbook gives three properties of a digital signature, and we look at how these
properties exist in the signing ceremony: public verifiability, non-reputability, and
tansferability.
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Public verifiability: The signed contract must be presentable to other parties than
the signers. A dispute might arise which requires adjudication. All parties must have
access to the contract and can know the terms of the contract.
Non-reputability: The signed signature must be non-reputable. After the conclusion
of the ceremony, it must not be easy to disown the contract or the signature. A
major feature of a contract is that it represents a closure of a negotiation phase with
all things agreed to. It should not be possible to deny the hand signature nor to
deny having come to decision.
Transferablity: The confidence in the signature must be transferable. If there are
witness to the signing they can attest to their presence at contract signing, and that
the current document is the contract that was signed. The interests of the witness
have to be set in suitable opposition to those of the signers so that the witnesses find
it advantageous to answer truthfully.

1.2. Mathematical Definition.

Definition 1.1. A digital signature is a triple of PPT algorithms.

Gen: n ∈ Z 7→ (pk, sk)
Sign: m ∈M 7→ σ = σsk(m)

Verify: (m,σ) 7→ Vpk(m,σ) ∈ {T, F }

The generation algorithm produces a random n bit a public key, secret key pair. The
signing algorithm is given the secret key and a message from the space of messagesM
and produces a signature σ of some sort. The verification algorithm is deterministic,
and take the public key, the message and the signature and determines if the signature
is acceptible.

Correctness: The verifier must accept correct signatures,

Vpk(m,σsk(m)) = T

The verifier accepts a forged signature with less than negligible probability. A PPT
adversary

(m,σ)←Ω ASsk(n, pk)

will attempt the forgery. As the notation suggests, the adversary has the public key
and access to a signing oracle Ssk, It will draw from a distribution of message and
signatures, with the mission that the signature be valid. Not in the notation, a list
Q will be maintained of all message the adversary has inquired of the oracle.

Security:

ProbΩ{ (m,σ)← ASsk ∧m ̸∈ Q ∧ Vpk(m,σ) = T } ≤ negl(n).
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Figure 1. The Schnorr Interactive Proof of Knowledge

2. Schnorr Identification Protocol

The approach to describing the signature will introduce an interactive proof system
for the secure establishment of identity.
The system is an Interactive Proof System in which communication occurs between
a PPT algorithm, the Prover and a PPT algorithm, the Verifier.

2.1. Proof of Knowledge.

Definition 2.1. Let G be a group of size q, a large prime with generator g. It can
be a subgroup of Z∗

n. Assume that the exponentiation map is one-way. There is a
group isomorphism,

(Zq,+)
∼−→ (G,×)

i 7→ gi (mod G)

Let α ∈Ω Zq be the secret key and h = gα (mod G) be the public key.
The Schnorr Prover–verifier proof of knowledge of α proceeds as,

(1) The prover chooses a random k ∈ Zq and commits to it by sending K = qk

(mod G) to the verifier.
(2) The verifier sends a random challenge r ∈ Zq and sends it to the prover.
(3) The prover computes c = k + α r (mod Zq) and sends it to the verifier.
(4) The verifier tests for the equality, gc = K hr (mod G) and accepts only if the

equality holds. Else it rejects.

Perfect Completeness: What the prover is proving to the verifier is,

Given h = gα, prove knowledge of α.

Completeness is the sufficiency of this statement. That is, if the prover knows α then
the verifier will accept. This follows from the correctness of the equation,

gc = gk+α r = gk gα r = gk hr (mod G).
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The completeness is called perfect because it the equality will certainly be true.

Knowledge Extraction: We now wish to show necessity. That is, the perfect com-
pleteness implies the prover knows α.
What does it mean for an algorithm to know something? In this case it can mean
the the algorithm can output the value, or the algorithm can easily infer the value,
such as by a simple calculation from other values in has provided.
We ponder the hypothetical case where the prover can receive r and r′, two differ-
ent values, and by perfect correctness it provides correct c and c′. There are two
equations,

c = k + α r

c′ = k + α r′

which the prover can solve for α. (We need that (r − r′)−1 (mod Zq) exists. It does
because q is prime and the difference is non-zero.)

This is called knowledge extraction because we do not know how the prover works,
but we do know that it provided the two pairs (r, c) and (r′, c′). And that this is
sufficient to calculate α. Knowledge extraction in these sorts of protocols work by
a situation that practically cannot occur but if it does we must proceed. In this
case, one way to look at this, is that with repeated protocol runs, the exponentially
unlikely event of a certain k is chosen twice.

Security: zero knowledge: Finally we take up the security of the protocol, which
amounts to that α not become known to the verifier, or other PPT algorithm that
witnesses the protocol. This is accomplished by noting that the conversation between
the prover and the verifier, ignoring the sequence of messages, is a random draw from
the space of all triples

Dα = { (K, r, c) | k, r ∈Ω Zq, K = gk, c = k + αr }

This is not the only way to generate this distribution. In this statement of the
distirbution, α is required. However, this is the same distribution,

Dh = { (K, r, c) | c, r ∈Ω Zq, K = gc h−r }

and Dα
∼= Dh. This second distribution can be created only with public knowledge.

Therefore, if one looks at this protocol from the overall computation, the prover can
be replaced by a simulator that for each run of the protocol draws a set of messages
from Dh, and the protocol completes without knowledge of α.

Non-transferability: One implication is that the conclusion that the verifier, while
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Figure 2. y = k + αx with challenge r in Z7 × Z7

convinced the prover knows α, cannot convince any third entity that the prover knows
α. Because all the verifier can do is produce it’s logic and transcript, none of which
requires α to compute. From the point of view of security, it means that after the
protocol is run, the verifier certainly cannot impersonate the prover. Compare this
with passwords, where the proof of knowledge reveals the password and the password
can then be misused.

2.2. Discussion. Obfuscated function evaluation: The formula in the Schnorr
protocol can be compared with that of a line,

c = k + α r (mod Zq)

y = b+ a x

If we identify the secret α with the slope, the verifier is asking for an evaluation of
this line at the point of its choosing. We wish to obfuscate the result, so as not
to reveal the line’s slope, so we choose a random line of slope α. This is done by
randomizing the y-intercept. From the equation,

k = c− α r (mod Zq)
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for any c, r pair, there is a k. Hence c is in fact a uniform random choice from Zq.
That is, the math lets us read the equation backwards so that k is dependent, rather
than c.
Hence, even though we answer the query correctly, the answer is in essence a random
value. What is not random is if if the prover answered two queries for the same
line. From this the slope is easily determined, as the y-offset is neutralized in the
computation of the slope.
Still, the equation evaluation has to be done in an obfuscated manner, because α
and k are not available and will not be revealed. For this reason the equation in Zq

will be tested in G using the exponential map isomorphism.

Paradox: It is paradoxical that on the one hand we can argue the prover must know
α if it can always complete the protocol, but on the other hand a simulator with no
knowledge of α can also always complete the protocol. They obvious difference is the
order in which the messages are created. In an actual run, the prover commits to k
and then is challenged for value of the line k + α r for a verifier selected r. Whereas
the simulator computes K from c and r, and never does know k.

The paradox is somewhat resolved by considering what if Dh samples randomly
(K, r, c) and (K, r′, c′) (with equal K). Then α is accidentally discovered,

gc h−r = gc
′
h−r′ ⇒ gc−c′ hr′−r = 1 ⇒ g(c−c′)/(r′−r) = h,

so α = (c− c′)/(r′ − r) (mod Zq).

We have different ways of understanding the unsoundness of this protocol. Since
it is possible that the prover can answer for equal K and unequal r, the prover must
know α; but that is not something that is likely to be actually required. So the
simulator can keep bluffing its way through until this case occurs, and then it has
stumbled upon the value of α.

3. Non-interactive proof of knowledge: Schnorr Signatures

The Schnorr signature scheme is a bottling up of a run of the identification proto-
col such that no verifier is required. The role of the verifier is to provide a random
number in response to K. This can be made non-interactive by using a hash function
to choose the r. In the random oracle model, this value is just as random as would
be from a true run of the protocol, but is publicly derived from known inputs.

One viewpoint on this is that the hash function is the embodiment of a celestial
source of random numbers, which everyone has access to and everyone trusts. The
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prover uses its own randomness, in the form of K as one input to the hash function,
and the other is the message m, so the protocol run is specific for m.

σsk(m) = (K, c) where r = k + αH(m||K)

It is also sometimes that the first element of the signature is r rather than K. In
this form, the verification is,

r := H(m||K) ; return gc == K hr.

If in the variant r is provided rather than K, the verification is.

K := gc h−r ; return r == H(m||K)

4. DSA Signatures

The DSA signature is a former NIST standard that modifies the Schnorr equation.
This was possibly to avoid the patent on the Schnorr algorithm. The signing equation
becomes,

σsk(m) = (r, c) where c = k−1(H(m) + α r), r = gk mod G

The verification consists of first constructing

V = gH(m)+α r = gH(m) hr

and c−1 mod Zq. Then compute,

V c−1

= (gH(m)+α r)c
−1

= gk mod G

and check,

V c−1

== r mod G.

5. Elliptic Curve Signatures

The Schnorr and DSA algorithms can be used with an elliptic curve public key
system. A subgroup G of q points on the elliptic curve E is selected, where q is a
prime. A point P ∈ G is selected. As long as P ̸= 0, the point generates the group
G. The isomorphism that drives the cryptography is,

(Zq,+)
∼−→ (G,+)

i 7→ i P (mod G)

The private key is α ∈Ω Zq, and the public key is Q = αP . The Schnorr signature
on message m is, given a random k ∈Ω Zq,

σsk(m) = (K, c) where K = k P and c = k + αH(m||K)

The verification is,

VQ(m, (K, c)) := K +H(m||K)Q == c P
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Correctness:

c P = (k + αH(m||K))P

= k P + (αH(m||K))P

= k P +H(m||K)αP

= K +H(m||K)Q

5.1. Multi-signatures with Schnorr elliptic curve algorithm. Supposed there
are two parties that would like to counter sign a single message m. The parties share
the elliptic curve subgroup G, the prime q of the group’s order, and a generator
P . They each have a secret αi ∈ Zq and have both published their public keys
Qi = αi P mod G.

To sign m, both generate a ki ∈ Zq and calculate Ki = ki P mod G. They share the
Ki and form the sum K = K1 +K2 and the value r = H(m||K) mod Zq. They each
calculate,

ci = ki + αi r mod Zq,

jointly calculate c = c1 + c2 and form the signature,

σ(m) = (r, c) for public key Q1 +Q2

The essence of the verification is,

c P = (c1 + c2)P

= (k1 + α1 r)P + (k2 + α2 r)P

= (k1 + k2)P + r (α1 + α2)P

= (K1 +K2) + r (α1 P + α2 P )

= K + r (Q1 +Q2)

Verification:

K = c P − r (Q1 +Q2) ; return r == H(m||K)


